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Abstract

Software Architecture and Design Management is a process
for developing software products based on manipulation of
systematically managed design information by designers that
have been trained to understand what that design information
means and how to exploit it in order to create functional
products.  Software Architecture and Design Management is
a design driven life cycle based on manipulation of existing
proven designs, as opposed to requirement driven life cycles.
Requirement driven life cycles allege to create functional and
flawless designs by non-domain experts (people who have no
prior experience creating designs of particular classes) based
on arbitrary statements of perceived client requirements, that
in reality do not work.  Software Architecture and Design
Management elevates software to an engineering discipline,
exhibiting deterministic properties of classical engineering
disciplines.
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 Objectives

 Objectives of Software Architecture and Design Management,
include:

q Indisputably illustrating the strategic importance of de-
sign, design processes, and design management leading
to sustained, repeatable organizational success.

q Illustrating critical weaknesses of requirement driven life
cycles as fundamental development approaches and de-
bunking myths of successful requirement driven life cy-
cles by non-domain experts (providing clearly superior
alternatives).

q Illustrating organizational issues (not just technical ones)
critical to successfully and repeatably creating designs
(Software Architecture and Design Management is not a
design notation or design methodology in contemporary
software terms, but an organizational strategy and design
management process in operational terms).

q Introducing, illuminating, clarifying, and defining a
natural design and production dichotomy for software
engineering (not in classical manufacturing terms that
don’t apply to software, but in contemporary terms that
do, where design management refers creating designs
and production management refers to preparing designs
for mass consumption, not mass production):

• In the hardware field, hardware engineers always de-
liver finished designs to manufacturing (hardware
engineers quickly learn how to develop finished de-
signs for manufacturing).

• Manufacturing always receives finished designs from
hardware engineering (unfinished designs are never
acceptable).

• In the hardware field, design and production are dif-
ferent and uniquely specialized disciplines.

• Mass producing defective designs is cost prohibitive.

• However, there is no naturally occurring design and
production dichotomy in software engineering.

• Software engineers never have finished designs before
production (testing), preparing software for mass con-
sumption, not necessarily mass production.

• In highly compressed schedules or life cycles (unlike
hardware engineering), software engineers are re-
sponsible for both design and production software.

• Software engineers develop designs during testing
(this is notoriously called test-code growth).

• Software design stabilization is implicitly deferred
until late in software production.

• Software designers rarely have production skills, and
production programmers rarely have design skills.

q Organizing education, industry, and government around
distinct classes of product designs:

• Teach students how to design specific classes of sys-
tems based on proven designs.

• Organize industry around product lines (rather than
relying on experience-less dysfunctional any-system-
specified-can-be-built requirement driven life cycles).

• Have government buy systems from firms that have
built similar products before (rather than risking tax-
payer dollars to learn how to build unprecedented
systems).

q Enabling designers and design firms to achieve world-
class status (and the subsequent benefits of innovation,
high quality, fast cycle times, and low costs).

q Modeling natural, intuitive, implicit, and often undefined
design and development processes of world-class, suc-
cessful designers, design firms, and organizations.



q Defining systematic, repeatable, and measurable design
and development processes that can be applied to product
development, systems engineering, and software engi-
neering.

q De-skilling design processes by capturing design heuris-
tics, experience, and designs in repositories, to be ma-
nipulated by systematic, defined, and measurable design
processes.

q Explicitly institutionalizing domain-specific specializa-
tion (while it is commonly believed that sufficient do-
main specialization implicitly exists, absolute to moder-
ate domain experts don't actually exist -- domain exper-
tise should not to be confused with design medium or
programming language expertise).

q Creating new and improved [functionally verified] design
variations on purpose, regardless of whether design
variations are productionized (this is a key principle
where even world-class organizations fail -- extinguish-
ing creativity and innovative solutions that are out of
sync with production cycles or a product’s useful life).

 Software Architecture and Design Management

 Software Architecture and Design Management is a software
management and engineering process technology that acts as
a basis for a design driven life cycle.  Software Architecture
and Design Management synthesizes products from existing
product design variations by domain experts.  Product design
variations encapsulate total sets of domain expertise.  Domain
experts are not to be confused with technical experts merely
familiar with manipulating individual design medium ele-
ments.  Software Architecture and Design Management ex-
ploits whole operational and functional product designs not
merely software components and other partial infrastructural
elements.  Software Architecture and Design Management
stands in direct opposition to traditional requirement driven
life cycles.

 Requirement driven life cycles unsuccessfully attempt to
synthesize products from arbitrarily collected natural lan-
guage requirements and marginally effective ad hoc, struc-
tured, and even precise notations.  Requirement driven life
cycles are unsuccessfully used by non-domain experts on
schedules, budgets, and company reputations.

 Software Architecture and Design Management is a highly
structured and carefully managed advanced design process.
Software Architecture and Design Management carefully
manages product design repositories and robust product de-
sign classification systems.  Software Architecture and De-
sign Management effortlessly produces product design varia-
tions by cycling one or more product concept designs through
many iterations.  Software Architecture and Design Manage-
ment systematically and quantifiably arrives at high design
desirability.  Software Architecture and Design Management
is managed by localized, dedicated, and career domain ex-
perts or product designers, divided into product lines.

 Software Architecture and Design Management preserves
product expertise by strictly localizing product designers
within vertical product classifications or product lines, mini-
mizing personal and organizational risk and effectiveness
dilution.  Software Architecture and Design Management
maximizes or optimizes product design innovation and crea-
tivity within, and by, highly disciplined, measurable, and re-
peatable processes.

 Software Architecture and Design Management is profoundly
different from, and shouldn't be confused with, mere
prototyping, component and infrastructure reusability, or
Barry Boehm's spiral life cycle model, which are academic,
conceptual, ill defined, and largely unmeasurable or unquan-
tifiable.

 Requirement chaos is the primary symptom of both the neces-
sity of Software Architecture and Design Management and
gross insufficiency and inadequacy of requirement driven life
cycles.

 Software Production Management

 Quality has often been described by quality professionals as
fitness for use, conformance to requirements, or from a pro-
duction quality point of view, conformance to design specifi-
cation.

 Production quality and product desirability have been hope-
lessly confused for many decades, especially by today's pro-
fessionals, including many quality professionals.

 For example, a highly desirable product may have many de-
fects, therefore regarded in production quality terms as hav-
ing unmeasurable and low product quality (e.g. Apple Mac-
intosh OS or Microsoft Windows).

 In another example, a highly undesirable product may have
virtually no defects, therefore regarded in production quality
terms as having measurably high product quality (e.g. IBM
AS/400 OS/400).

 A design level process technology, such as Software Archi-
tecture and Design Management, is designed to effectively
achieve high design desirability, which when executed alone,
may result in unmeasurable and low product quality (e.g. Ap-
ple Macintosh OS or Microsoft Windows).

 A production level process technology, such as Software De-
fect Removal Management, based on the Michael E.  Fagan
Inspection Process, is designed to measurably identify and
remove defects from designs, regardless of design desirability,
resulting in measurably high product quality (e.g. IBM
AS/400 OS/400).

 Best-in-class organizations utilize a powerful and effective
combination of Software Architecture and Design Manage-
ment and Software Defect Removal Management to effec-
tively achieve high design desirability and measurably high
product quality.



 In this scenario, Software Architecture and Design Manage-
ment cycles one or more concept designs, divided into prod-
uct lines, through many iterations, systematically arriving at
high design desirability.  Then, the highly desirable design is
spun off into a production cycle, focusing on Software Defect
Removal Management, systematically arriving at measurably
high product quality.  Statistical process control, defect pre-
vention, defect classification, and other strategic process
technologies are properly integrated but not elaborated here.

 Organizational Issues

 Software Architecture and Design Management is a high lev-
erage, systematic, repeatable, and measurable tool for great
designers (not a substitute), much like Computer Aided
Drafting (CAD) is very powerful in the hands of great de-
signers, but useless in the hands of poor ones:

q Great designers are personally motivated.  World-class
teams of great designers should be sought and assembled
(for those who need their services).  Great designers are:

• Extremely knowledgeable.

• Voracious readers.

• Always producing design variations, to answer:

- Are there nominal defects that need removing?

- Is the programming language used appropriately?

- Are there design defects needing correction?

- Is the correct programming language being used?

- Is the design's form and function aligned?

- Is the design highly desirable?

- Does the design perform the required functions?

- Does the design's performance need improve-
ment?

• Constantly inventing new ideas.

• Creative.

• Inventive.

q It may not be possible to forcefully make people adopt
Software Architecture and Design Management or be
great designers, who are not personally interested in de-
sign.

q The classical fields of architecture and design have the
same dilemma, schools can turn out hundreds of archi-
tects and designers, but only a handful turn out to be
great architects and designers.

 Software Architecture and Design Management is not like
requirement driven life cycles (intended for non-domain ex-
perts), in that it views:

q The ability to create operational and functional designs of
particular product classes, as the key to successful out-
comes (much like bridge architects have education and
experience necessary to design bridges, regardless of
tools and notations espoused).

q Requirement driven, forward engineering, and system
engineering life cycles by non-domain experts as impos-
sible to complete (much like non-bridge architects can't
possibly design bridges).

q Generalized disciplines (electrical engineering, mechani-
cal engineering, systems engineering, and computer sci-
ence) as not having the ability to be everything to every-
one (having exhaustive supplies knowledge for every
product design class) regardless of the systems engi-
neering process used.

q The necessity for domain, design, and architectural-
specific education and training in order to successfully
design (and subsequently build) products of given design
classes (much like bridge architects are educated, trained,
and experienced to design bridges -- not aircraft, mis-
siles, spacecraft, and command and control systems).

 A crucial element of Software Architecture and Design Man-
agement is organizing and operating for success, with pri-
mary goals of:

q Insulating design and development processes from exter-
nally debilitating forces, such as:

• Poor and grossly inadequate management (both client
and organizational).

• Inefficient enterprise processes (primarily require-
ment driven life cycles).

• Ineffective personnel organization and operation,
constantly rotating non-domain experts in-and-out to
make incoherent design patches or enhancements
(neither reflecting good structural integrity nor client
requirements -- occurring in both 3GL and 4GL de-
velopment).

q Organizing the design team:

• Having 2 or 3 chief architects that are both absolute
domain and medium experts (dysfunctional organiza-
tions don't have any chief architects, designated chief
architects, nor appropriately experienced chief archi-
tects).

• Selecting from multiple, holistic, and proven designs
and architectures (fully functionally verified).

• Having experienced design programmers under direct
supervision of chief architects who are responsible for
completing proven designs selected by chief archi-
tects, not selecting appropriate designs and architec-
tures (dysfunctional organizations rely on individual
design programmers to reinvent architectures, fin-
ished designs, and production systems each time, or
in each instance).

q Organizing the production team:

• Having experienced chief production managers that
are directly experienced in activity-based cost mod-
eling, life cycle reliability modeling, statistical proc-
ess control, process measurement and management,
defect prevention, defect classification, [Fagan-style]
inspection processes, functional testing, configuration



management, and all supporting tools (dysfunctional
organizations don't have any chief production manag-
ers, designated chief production managers, nor ap-
propriately experienced chief production managers).

• Having experienced production engineers with expe-
rience executing the aforementioned process areas,
but with specific expertise in structural design, form,
metrics, programming, and all supporting tools (dys-
functional organizations rely on individual production
programmers to reinvent architectures, finished de-
signs, and production systems each time).

• Managing the production process quantitatively using
project, process, and product metrics (cost, efficiency,
and effectiveness measurements).

Design and Production Dichotomy

The design and production dichotomy central to the Software
Architecture and Design Management Concept, consists of:

q Software Architecture and Design Management proc-
esses:

• Product Line Management.

• Design Classification Management.

• Design Variation Management.

• Prototype Management.

• Technology Selection Management.

• Technology Trend Management.

• Competition Evaluation Management.

q Software Production Management processes:

• Project Management.

• Life Cycle Management.

• Defect Prevention Management.

• Defect Classification Management.

• Defect Removal Management.

• Test Management.

• Configuration Management.

Design and Production Processes

Design and production process descriptions central to the
Software Architecture and Design Management Concept are
as follows:

q Software Architecture and Design Management process
descriptions:

• Product Line Management:

 Product Line Management is the process of localiz-
ing, organizing, and managing enterprises around de-
signing and developing single or vertical product de-
sign class instances.

 Objectives of Product Line Management are to indis-
putably perfect and preserve understanding of very
specific product design class instances by organiza-
tional and operational means.

Examples may include military attack helicopter, low
earth orbit satellite, or personal computer operating
system divisions.  These examples indicate that en-
terprises are localized around very specific product
design class instances (military attack versus com-
mercial reconnaissance helicopters, low earth orbit
versus geo-synchronous orbit satellites, personal
computer versus mainframe operating systems).

 Product Line Management differs from contemporary
software product line management approaches in that
it is concerned with perfecting and producing varia-
tions of product design class instances enabling proc-
ess determinism and precision, exhibiting powerful
de-skilling effects, minimizing variation associated
with human frailty, and yielding effortless design
variations with unequaled speed.

 Contemporary product line management approaches
merely collect design information for non-domain ex-
perts (mishandling organizational issues) and man-
aging base designs for heterogeneous systems (base
avionics architectures for fighters, helicopters, and
bombers).  These unequivalent contemporary defini-
tions place the burden on non-domain experts to cre-
ate or manipulate captured and unfamiliar design in-
formation for such a diverse set of products that they
evade any usefulness or productivity enhancement.

 Systematically de-skilling the design process is a
hallmark and principal goal of Product Line Man-
agement and Software Architecture and Design Man-
agement.

 These fundamental differences represent the founda-
tional essence, distinctiveness, character, and useful-
ness of Software Architecture and Design Manage-
ment.

• Design Classification Management:

 Design Classification Management is the process of
systematically and methodically collecting, storing,
organizing, and retrieving all information associated
with specific product design class instances for review
and analysis associated with creating optimal design
variations.

 Objectives of Design Classification Management are
to capture holistic design information, properties, and
rationale associated with product design class in-
stances.

 Examples may include capturing and managing all
aspects of integrated products such as personal com-
puters.  For instance, specific personal computer
models must be designed to function optimally with
each of their component or constituent hardware and
software parts (monolithic operating systems, gener-
ous random access and mass storage memory, com-



plex application suites, powerful processors, high
performance and expandable buses and motherboards,
communication interfaces, and display technologies).
Attempts to place next generation operating systems
on dated microprocessors are exercises in futility.

 Design Classification Management differs from con-
temporary approaches in that it is concerned with ef-
fectively and arduously managing the diversity and
complexity of information associated with entire
products versus partial infrastructural elements.

 Contemporary software classification approaches are
limited to software infrastructural components, pat-
terns, styles, idioms, designs, and architectures,
which are grossly insufficient for managing entire
products of which software infrastructural architec-
tures are a tiny and often insignificant part.

 Classifying holistic product design information is a
hallmark and principal goal of Design Classification
Management and Software Architecture and Design
Management.

 These fundamental differences represent the founda-
tional essence, distinctiveness, character, and useful-
ness of Software Architecture and Design Manage-
ment.

• Design Variation Management:

 Design Variation Management is the process of sys-
tematically exploiting carefully managed holistic
product design class instance information, which is
completely stable, and creating stable and fully func-
tionally verified design variations (that is optimiza-
tions of previous product design class instances).

 Objectives of Design Variation Management include
corrections of nominal defects, better use of pro-
gramming languages, correction of design defects,
deficiencies, or weaknesses, changes in programming
languages, restructure of design form to fulfil func-
tions better, improvement of design desirability, en-
hancement or addition of functions, and improvement
of performance.

 Examples include converting all or part of software
products to new programming languages, experi-
menting with integrating commercial-off-the-shelf
algorithms, database management systems, or graph-
ics kernels, and reorganizing product software for
simplicity, understandability, maintainability, modu-
larity, or performance enhancement.

 Design Variation Management differs from contem-
porary approaches in that design variations may be
created to release new products, validate new con-
cepts or technologies, set the stage for later varia-
tions, increase understanding of design properties,
training and education, or exercising creative whims
of designers.  Effortlessly and endlessly experiment-
ing with new design variations exhibits the power of
Design Classification Management.  New product de-

sign class instances need not be productionized, that
is made into products for public release.

 Contemporary design processes are so difficult, cum-
bersome, restrictive, and impossible to use, that de-
signers are forced to leave their firms, design creativ-
ity and desire are extinguished, or design information
is skilled (held in the minds of designers rather than
systematically managed) or lost.  These factors pre-
vent organizations from creating product variations,
cause them to miss market windows, or cause them to
fail outright.

 Rapidly producing design variations is a hallmark
and principle goal of Design Variation Management
and Software Architecture and Design Management.

 These fundamental differences represent the founda-
tional essence, distinctiveness, character, and useful-
ness of Software Architecture and Design Manage-
ment.

• Prototype Management:

 Prototype Management is the process of quickly pro-
ducing horizontal and vertical operational and func-
tional models of product design class instances and
their constituent elements, based on complete under-
standing of designs which has been systematically
captured and managed.

 Objectives of Prototype Management are to opera-
tionally and functionally verify horizontal or vertical
aspects of design variations.  Horizontal prototyping
encompasses deriving and testing holistic or end-to-
end design variations, while vertical prototyping re-
fers to testing design variations of single vertical
functions, or even partial horizontal slices of multiple
functions.  Multiple horizontal and vertical prototypes
varying widely in scope may be created and tested, in
order to arrive at new product design class instances.

 Examples may include creating and testing advanced
design prototypes of word processor spell checkers to
see if and how they work with unmodified word proc-
essor base designs.  In another example, an advanced
design prototype may be developed to make uniform
dialogue boxes for each of a word processor’s func-
tions, in order to enhance consistency and usability.

 Prototype Management differs from contemporary
approaches in that it is concerned with operationally
and functionally experimenting with early design
variations based on expert knowledge of product de-
sign class instances, and not destabilizing entire de-
signs with random and widespread untested changes.
Late operational and functional verification leads to
failed big bang integration testing at the end of pro-
duction cycles when development resources have been
exhausted.

 Contemporary prototyping approaches are underutil-
ized (sometimes not at all), limited to narrow vertical
functional verification, or used to teach non-domain
experts how to build software product architectures



while eliciting client requirements (an inadequate
substitute for Product Line Management).  Some
firms, like Microsoft, intentionally rewrite and opti-
mize all functions for all minor and major releases,
largely exercising programming prowess, destabiliz-
ing entire designs for the smallest of changes (this
phenomenon may occur in order to enhance pro-
gramming productivity numbers).  Microsoft’s ap-
proach has come to be known as daily operational
builds (another inadequate substitute for Prototyping
and Product Line Management).

 Rapidly verifying operational and functional models
of design variations, while minimizing unnecessary
changes is a hallmark and principal goal of Prototype
Management and Software Architecture and Design
Management.

 These fundamental differences represent the founda-
tional essence, distinctiveness, character, and useful-
ness of Software Architecture and Design Manage-
ment.

• Technology Selection Management:

 Technology Selection Management is the process of
experimenting with new hardware and software tech-
nologies that comprise product design class instances,
within the context of those designs, for the specific
purpose of creating design variations.

 Objectives of Technology Selection Management are
to improve product functionality, performance, client
acceptability and perception, and cost effectiveness,
known in traditional terms as value (optimal price-
performance ratios for reaching the largest possible
market share).  Other rationale for evaluating new
technologies may include optimizing economics asso-
ciated with production costs.

 Examples may include evaluating and experimenting
with integrating new processors, operating systems,
programming languages, database management sys-
tems, and larger operating capacities.

 Technology Selection Management differs from con-
temporary approaches in that it occurs within the
context of holistic product design class instances, by
expert designers that are intimately familiar with
given designs, and are capable of making these
judgements.

 Contemporary approaches rely on making decisions
to use new technologies outside of intimate knowl-
edge and understanding of product design class in-
stances (such as that held by chief designers).  This is
not to say that chief designers cannot agree to use
specific technologies for social, market, or political
reasons (however chief designers must be able to
prove that using specific technologies is operationally
and functionally feasible before releasing new prod-
ucts, even with degraded product characteristics).

 Systematically enhancing product value by evaluating
and integrating new technologies into products is a

hallmark and principal goal of Technology Selection
Management and Software Architecture and Design
Management.

 These fundamental differences represent the founda-
tional essence, distinctiveness, character, and useful-
ness of Software Architecture and Design Manage-
ment.

• Technology Trend Management:

 Technology Trend Management is the process of
systematically evaluating and monitoring new hard-
ware and software technologies emerging in the mar-
ket place that may comprise product design class in-
stances, within the context of those designs, for the
specific purpose of creating design variations.

 Objectives of this process include monitoring new
technology trends by designers, not marketing per-
sonnel, executives, managers, or other non-design
staff.  Only designers have the insight necessary to
discern the usefulness of integrating emerging tech-
nologies into product design class instances, in order
to improve product characteristics and organizational
benefits as well.

 Examples may include organizational provision of
systematic information to designers in the form of ex-
haustive physical or digital libraries of relevant jour-
nals, magazines, newspapers, and information.  At-
tending strategic symposiums and conferences by the
design staff in order to learn about emerging tech-
nologies and approaches, but more importantly new
ideas and perspectives on old situations, is another
example.  And finally, demonstrating features of new
programming languages and training the design staff
how to use them for purposes of determining whether
integrating them into existing designs enhances
product characteristics, is also a good example.

 Technology Trend Management differs from tradi-
tional approaches in that it involves providing the
finest library services available to the design staff, or-
ganizing technology demonstration laboratories for
systematically and exhaustively exhibiting new tech-
nologies, and teaching the design staff to learn how to
manipulate emerging technologies.

 Traditional approaches involve negligently starving
applied research laboratories and developmental or-
ganizations of commercial information, and not hav-
ing designated product lines and associated design
staff.

 Organizing and training dedicated design staff within
localized product lines on emerging technologies is a
hallmark and principal goal of Technology Trend
Management and Software Architecture and Design
Management.

 These fundamental differences represent the founda-
tional essence, distinctiveness, character, and useful-
ness of Software Architecture and Design Manage-
ment.



• Competition Evaluation Management:

Competition Evaluation Management is the process
of operationally evaluating competing products (fea-
tures, capabilities, functions, and nuances), methodi-
cally analyzing competing designs, and reverse engi-
neering competing designs when necessary, by chief
designers (not marketing personnel or individuals not
directly responsible or capable of producing design
variations).  This is neither an unethical or illegal ac-
tivity, but organizationally enhancing.

Objectives of Competition Evaluation Management
include organizing laboratories with the specific pur-
pose of training design staff how to use their com-
petitor’s products, for purposes of design comparison,
functional evaluation, usability analysis, and under-
standing the strengths and weaknesses of competing
designs, in order to improve product design class in-
stance characteristics.

Examples may include reproducing the many innova-
tive functions of Interleaf Technical Publishing Soft-
ware (TPS) containing many powerful functions for
powerful desktop publishing.  Contemporary word
processing programs have yet to reproduce the many
innovative functions that Interleaf performed 15 years
earlier.  In another example, personal computer oper-
ating systems are just beginning to perform the pro-
ductivity enhancing functions that operating systems
like Apollo’s DOMAIN were performing flawlessly
15 years earlier.  There’s absolutely no excuse for this
loss of design information in contemporary compet-
ing products.

Competition Evaluation Management differs from
traditional approaches in that laboratories would exist
where all directly competing products are installed,
operational, used for training design staff, and used
for systematically evaluating competing designs.  De-
sign staff would be required to use competing prod-
ucts to perform operational tasks in order to master
the strengths and weaknesses of competing word
processors.  Word processors of bygone eras would
also be captured and evaluated until their best fea-
tures had been duplicated, rendering their further
evaluation unnecessary.

Traditional approaches don’t consider competing
products, which are sources of many new and unique
design characteristics and functions.  Most product
designers never bother to test drive similar or com-
peting products, missing out on next generation inno-
vations that may enhance current designs.  Innovative
design characteristics in competing products that fail,
often go unnoticed, unrepeated, or unduplicated for
many years.  Poor design characteristics also go un-
noticed and often duplicated.

Systematically evaluating competing products within
localized product lines is a hallmark and principal
goal of Competition Evaluation Management and
Software Architecture and Design Management.

These fundamental differences represent the founda-
tional essence, distinctiveness, character, and useful-
ness of Software Architecture and Design Manage-
ment.

q Software Production Management process descriptions:

• Project Management:

 Project Management (in this context) is the process of
planning, organizing, and managing execution of
production processes based on defect removal model
principles, processes, and models.

 Objectives of Project Management are to predict costs
and behaviors of production processes yielding pre-
scribed, predictable, and target defect levels for pro-
duction processes and cycles.

 Examples include deployment and use of activity-
based cost modeling, life cycle reliability modeling,
stage based defect removal goals, optimization, and
modeling and statistical process control (in-process
performance monitoring and correction).

 Project Management (in this context) differs from
traditional software project management in that pro-
duction cycle costs, processes, and process perform-
ance characteristics (process measurements) are pre-
dictable, stable, and repeatable.

 Traditional project management neither uses quality
modeling, mandates defect removal activities, nor
uses process and product measurements.  Product
quality is not known, nor is it perceived possible to
measure.

 Quantitatively managing production processes and
cycles is a hallmark and principal goal of Project
Management and Software Production Management.

 These fundamental differences represent the founda-
tional essence, distinctiveness, character, and useful-
ness of Software Production Management.

• Life Cycle Management:

 Life Cycle Management (in this context) is the proc-
ess of planning, scheduling, and managing design,
sequencing, and ordering of production processes for
optimizing use of resources, information manage-
ment, and productivity.

 Objectives of Life Cycle Management are to order and
operate production processes for optimal defect data
utilization, human resource utilization, and produc-
tion process compression and productivity.

 Examples include concurrent scheduling of incre-
mental production processes progressively building
basic foundational production software components,
setting the stage to execute in-process defect preven-
tion processes and injecting defect classification data
into later complex production software components.

 Life Cycle Management (in this context) differs from
traditional software life cycle management in that



production processes are planned and managed at
granular overlapping levels.

 Traditional life cycle management uses a four phased
approach (analysis, design, code, and test) deferring
design creation and stabilization until late in testing.

 Optimally scheduling, sequencing, and operating
production processes and cycles is a hallmark and
principal goal of Life Cycle Management and Soft-
ware Production Management.

 These fundamental differences represent the founda-
tional essence, distinctiveness, character, and useful-
ness of Software Production Management.

• Defect Prevention Management:

 Defect Prevention Management is the process of
strategically staging production processes to stop the
injection of defects by eliminating their causes,
heightening awareness of defect prone activities, and
managing the disposition of injected defects.

 Objectives of Defect Prevention Management are to
institute policies, procedures, and tools that eliminate
injection of defects, prevent production personnel
from injecting production process specific defects,
and analyze inevitable production process defects.

 Examples include purchasing static code analyzers to
identify routine defects, holding stage initiation
awareness training to prevent production personnel
from reproducing common defects, and analyzing
defects injected during each production process activ-
ity for future prevention.

 Defect Prevention Management differs from tradi-
tional quality circles in that only production engineers
perform defect prevention activities, only software
defects are analyzed, and defect prevention activities
are performed immediately before and after each
granular overlapping activity.

 Traditional quality circles, when performed, are done
by personnel not associated nor familiar with strategic
production artifacts (non-domain experts) and are
randomly aimed at all enterprise phenomenon.

 Quantitatively preventing and reducing defect injec-
tion levels of production processes and cycles is a
hallmark and principal goal of Defect Prevention
Management and Software Production Management.

 These fundamental differences represent the founda-
tional essence, distinctiveness, character, and useful-
ness of Software Production Management.

• Defect Classification Management:

 Defect Classification Management is the process of
objectively classifying defects for analysis based on
production process activities resulting in discovery of
defects, client impacts of defects, types of defects, and
sources of defects.

 Objectives of Defect Classification Management are
to eliminate subjectivity involved in defect classifica-

tion, classify defects as they occur, assign determinis-
tic types to defects, record activities performed when
defects are discovered, and determine the impact to
clients of defects.

 Examples include automated code management tools
prompting production programmers to perform man-
datory defect classification based on objective criteria,
based on mandatory defect correction associated with
Defect Removal Management.

 Defect Classification Management differs from tradi-
tional error typing in that only production engineers
perform defect classification, defect classification is
based on predetermined types, current activities, and
current artifacts under examination, and defect clas-
sification is mandatory during Defect Removal Man-
agement.

 Traditional defect typing, when performed, is done by
personnel not associated with strategic production ar-
tifacts (non-domain experts) and typically fixes blame
on prior activities.

 Objectively classifying defects and enabling optimal
defect prevention in production processes and cycles
is a hallmark and principal goal of Defect Classifica-
tion Management and Software Production Manage-
ment.

 These fundamental differences represent the founda-
tional essence, distinctiveness, character, and useful-
ness of Software Production Management.

• Defect Removal Management:

 Defect Removal Management is the process of objec-
tive identification and mandatory removal of defects
from production process artifacts based on statisti-
cally managed teams using highly structured and ef-
fective processes.

 Objectives of Defect Removal Management are to re-
move defects from all pre and post test production
process artifacts as they are constructed in the most
efficient, repeatable, and measurable manner possible.

 Examples include the Michael Fagan-Style Inspection
Process based on a six stage defect removal process of
Planning, Overview, Preparation, Inspection, Re-
moval, and Follow-up activities, typically yielding
several defects per Inspection Process hour, versus
one defect every ten testing hours.

 Defect Removal Management differs from traditional
phase, management, technical, and walkthrough re-
views in that each activity has precisely determined
operational characteristics, Defect Removal Manage-
ment is only for identifying and removing defects,
and Defect Removal Management is more efficient,
effective, and cost effective than traditional reviews.

 Traditional reviews, when performed, are done by
personnel not associated with strategic production ar-
tifacts (non-domain experts), neither objectively
identifying defects nor removing them.



 Objectively and efficiently identifying and removing
defects created by production processes and cycles is a
hallmark and principal goal of Defect Removal Man-
agement and Software Production Management.

 These fundamental differences represent the founda-
tional essence, distinctiveness, character, and useful-
ness of Software Production Management.

• Test Management:

 Test Management is the process of constructing and
executing repeatable procedures to execute production
software functions in order to yield predictable re-
sults.

 Objectives of Test Management are to operational ex-
ercise the intended functions of production software
and detect the presence of problems, not identify and
remove defects (that is the role of Defect Removal
Management).  Test Management is a quick and un-
eventful process when proper Defect Removal Man-
agement is employed, but long, arduous, and expen-
sive when Defect Removal Management isn’t em-
ployed, or is employed badly.

 Examples include examining design specifications for
required functional characteristics and then designing
and constructing procedures to verify production
software performs characteristics of design specifica-
tions.

 Test Management differs from traditional testing in
that precisely defined and stable design specifications
are used to derive test cases, test cases must be con-
structed to exercise each functional characteristic, and
Test Management isn’t used for Defect Removal
Management nor design.

 Traditional testing, when performed, is neither based
on predefined design specifications nor test proce-
dures.  Testing problems aren’t typically recorded,
tracked, and counted, as production code is usually
designed, fixed, and arbitrarily tested until program-
mers feel it works.  And, as previously mentioned
traditional testing is used for design and an expensive
and inefficient substitute for Defect Removal Man-
agement.

 Deterministically and exhaustively testing verifying
design characteristics of artifacts produced by pro-
duction processes and cycles is a hallmark and prin-
cipal goal of Test Management and Software Produc-
tion Management.

 These fundamental differences represent the founda-
tional essence, distinctiveness, character, and useful-
ness of Software Production Management.

• Configuration Management:

Configuration Management is the process of captur-
ing and managing production process artifacts in or-
der to understand and control the structure of produc-

tion software, yielding predictable operation and
performance during all production processes.

Objectives of Configuration Management are to sys-
tematically capture and manage production software,
operational data, test data, tests, operating systems,
applications, management tools, and development
tools associated with prominent stages of production
processes or cycles.

Examples include identifying and storing all constitu-
ent elements of operational production builds in order
to deterministically repeat the execution of builds, act
as a baseline for further production process execution,
and build final releases for release to clients.

Configuration Management differs from traditional
approaches in that exact configurations are known
from precisely defined design specifications, Configu-
ration Management is scheduled in accordance with
precise Project and Life Cycle Management Planning,
and production artifacts and must undergo Defect
Removal and Test Management before release to sub-
sequent production processes and clients.

Traditional configuration management, when per-
formed, isn’t based on stable designs, isn’t usually
performed until final release, and doesn’t capture op-
erational production build software, data, and tests
necessary for reverting to a previous baseline, regres-
sion testing, and final build.

Carefully managing artifacts and baselines produced
by production processes and cycles is a hallmark and
principal goal of Configuration Management and
Software Production Management.

These fundamental differences represent the founda-
tional essence, distinctiveness, character, and useful-
ness of Software Production Management.

Conclusion

Software Architecture and Design Management presents a
most disturbing paradox in that it illustrates how to organize,
manage, and execute for deterministic success of organiza-
tions and every person in them.  Is there an individual engi-
neer or manager that wants someone else to succeed?  Obvi-
ously not!  Let chaos prevail is the battle cry of devilishly
selfish and self-centered individuals that prefer to die by the
sword as gurus, self styled experts, and super programmers in
job shops, in order to get ahead, rather than establish a sure
foundation, framework, and footing for holistic organiza-
tional success.
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